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Anabelle, Uma Jornalista Rec M Licenciada, Trabalha
Esporadicamente Como Acompanhante De Luxo, Para Ganhar
Algum Dinheiro O Local Escolhido Para Essas Noites O Hotel
Dos Encantos, Onde Cada Quarto Dedicado A Uma Famosa
Cortes Numa Dessas Noites, Conhece O Atraente David
Barlet, Um Magnata Da Comunica O Apaixonam Se De
Imediato E Ficam Noivos, Marcando A Data Do Casamento
Para O Dia De Anivers Rio De Elle Mas Quem Ser O Enigm
Tico Homem Que Lhe Envia Mensagens Er Ticas, A Atrai At
Ao Hotel E A Guia Na Descoberta Da Sua Sexualidade Atrav S
De Mandamentos Er Ticos E Sess Es De Explora O Do Corpo
E Dos Sentidos Poss Vel Que Se Tenha Deixado Seduzir Pelo
Irm O Do Seu Noivo E Que Esteja Agora Prisioneira De Um
Arriscado Jogo Sexual Acompanhe Elle Na Descoberta Das
Suas Fantasias Pela M O De Um Homem Misterioso E
Altamente Sedutor I was amazed by the ending This book is
full of surprises and mysteries revealed by the two Barlet
brothers Full of sensations, love and romance But I hesitate to
read the next part. 2.5 5 If I had to choose one book to read for
the rest of my life, this book would probably be the one Much
like a lot of art house movies, The Usual Suspects, Twelve
Monkeys, etc there simply is too much process in order for it all
to sink in the first time This is one of those books that can be
read time and time again, with each consideration revealing
than the last.Elle is finishing her degree in journalism and in
order to make ends meet is working as a high priced escort,
that also provides other services She is also trying to save
money to pay for the expensive treatments to pay for the
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treatment of her mother s quickly progressing cancer When
she meets David, the friend of a client, her world suddenly
begins to change They begin a whirlwind romance and within a
few short months, they find themselves engaged and ready to
walk down the aisle David Barlet is heir to a fortune and as the
head of a major communications company, is a very powerful
man He could have his pick of any woman he wanted, but
when he meets Elle at a function one evening, he is
immediately taken with her and is willing to do whatever
necessary to make her his wife When his brother Louie
appears and takes an unnatural interest in Elle, things become
interesting quickly and what unfolds is a history of secrets and
lies, of which Elle finds herself right in the middle of.Right
around the time Elle meets David, a mysterious notebook
appears in her purse Then she begins to receive cryptic,
handwritten, sometime sexually explicit notes from an
anonymous source Often, the notes are accompanied by a key
to H tel des Charmes and she is instructed to report there at a
certain time She keeps the notes and begins to keep a journal
of her experiences in the notebook What transpires is a life
changing journey to self discovery H tel des Charmes is a high
end hourly hotel, which Elle, as well as her co workers, use for
their after hours services Each room is themed with one of the
great seductresses in French history Throughout the book, Elle
is instructed in the art of letting go of her inhibitions and finding
out what it means to be truly liberated Every lesson is a
different foray into a sexual practice or sense, whether it is the
touch of another woman, being watched, or experiencing the
touch and pleasure of a masked stranger Each provides the
reader with sizzling eroticism and Elle the chance to find who
she truly is.Ms Mars has crafted characters that are multi
layered and beguiling I was immediately intrigued by Elle and
her fascination with the hotel and the women from which its
inspiration is drawn David and Louie were equally compelling
and watching their history unfold was captivating Every family
has secrets but the depth at which their secrets were buried
and the ramifications they had on their relationship seemed
insurmountable The storyline is incredible Romance, mystery,
and intrigue are all rolled up into an erotic saga There are
elements of the story that you never see coming and this is a
page turner, through and through At nearly 600 pages, I found
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myself finishing this in less than two days because I just couldn
t put it down It sucked me in and kept me there and by the time
I had reached the final page, I was left breathless and feeling
hungover.Five stars are simply not enough for this book
Hotelles is not for everyone it is not necessarily explicitly
sexual A lot is left to the reader s imagination and it is
unquestionably sensual than a lot of what is marketed as
erotica nowadays Hotelles is most definitely literary erotica in
the vein of Anais Nin or D.H Lawrence rather than the
contemporary E.L James If you are willing to engage your
senses and lose your own inhibitions, you will definitely enjoy
this book I just wish my French speaking abilities were strong
enough to read this in its original language I can only imagine
that it would make it all the beautiful This is the first part in a
trilogy and I cannot wait for the next book to be released This
book is definitely at the top of my favorites for 2014 and has
landed a place on my most favorite books, ever. Initial thoughts
were absolute intrigue because this trilogy is penned as an
Erotic Romance, so right off the bat if that kind of thing scares
you, just calm down To be honest, this first book isn t super
erotic, at least not compared to things I have read before
Which admittedly, makes me sound like a total book slut, but
that s alright While there are parts of the story that talk about
masturbation, and it gets a little kinky once Elle starts receiving
clues for her assignments , it wasn t as erotic as I thought it
was going to be Instead, it s a piece of literary loveliness It s an
entire relationship forming in the slowest way possible Yes, the
book clocks in at 579 pages and I am the first one to tell you
that there are some sections that could be completely cut out
to at least get this thing down to 400 pages With that said,
please don t give up on the book Yes, it s wordy Yes, there are
parts of it that you think, My life is wasting away right now
reading this Yes, there are points where you wish the author
would just get to the damn point already But in the end, when I
got to the last couple of chapters and I m seeing how all of the
sweeping story line, all of the back history, all of the
psychological warfare is playing out, I rushed to the end So
much so that I went back and re read the last three chapters
just to be sure it really was everything that I was hoping it was
eventually going to be And it was And I about died when in the
last two pages, Elle discovers she s only gone through room
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one 579 pages room one That s it Oh yes Because it is a
trilogy and you know that there is so much for Elle She ll not
get a happily ever after just like that Nope Another note I want
to make is that this book reads very similarly to the book Vox
by Nicholson Baker, which I read when I was 16 Totally not
appropriate reading material for a 16 year old, let alone a virgin
But the handwritten notes within Hotelles reminded me of Vox,
which is essentially a transcript of sorts between two strangers
who start out having phone sex but turns into a telling of
fantasies and such It s very strange, but the entire time I m
reading Hotelles, that s what I m thinking of Also, it reminded
me of L Marie Adeline s book S.E.C.R.E.T in which the main
character goes on adventures , each one pertaining to a lesson
to further her sexuality Which is very much what is happening
to Elle in this book So if either of those were good books for
you, you ll probably enjoy this book on that alone because it s
the same basis, essentially.
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